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UM PRESIDENT'S LECTURE SERIES CONTINUES 
WITH SPEECH ON REVOLUTIONARY PAINTING
MISSOULA —
The University of Montana's 1989-90 President's Lecture 
Series will continue Thursday, Jan. 18, with Linda Nochlin's 
discussion of women in Revolutionary art.
Nochlin, a professor of art history in the graduate school 
of City University of New York, will address "The Case of the 
Woman Warrior: Gender, Violence and Allegory in Revolutionary 
Painting" at 8 p.m. in the Harold C. Urey Lecture Hall.
She has written nine books, most recently "The Politics of 
Vision: Essays on Nineteenth-Century Art and Society," and 
numerous articles. Her 1971 book, "Realism," was nominated for a 
National Book Award. She is a contributing editor to "Art in 
America" and serves on the board of directors of the New York 
State Council for the Humanities.
Nochlin's lecture is the fourth of eight speeches in the 
President's Lecture Series. The free public lecture series, 
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